252	A cadence	[§ 503
In bregdan and atregdan, beside the forms with g there
also occur forms with loss of g and lengthening of the pre-
ceding vowel, as bredan (§ 80, Note 2), brsed (§ 54, Note 2),
brudon, broden (§ 106, Note). berstan'(OHG. brestan)
and ferscan (OHG. dreskan) have metathesis of r (§ 280),
hence the absence of breaking in the present and pret.
singular. The i in frignan is due to the influence of the gn ;
beside frignan there also occurs frinan ,§ 96, Note i) to
which a new pret. sing, fran was formed after the ana-
logy of verbs of class I ; the n belonged originally to the
present only, and the g to the pret. plural and past parti-
ciple ; the n and g were extended to all forms of the verb,
cp» Goth, fraihnan, frah, frehun for *fregtm, fraihans
for *frigans; the Goth, shows that theOE. verb originally
belonged to class V and that the principal parts would
regularly have been *freohnan (*freonan, § 329, 2), *freah,
*fragon (§120), *fregen; beside the pret. pi. frugnon there
also occur frungon with metathesis of gn, and frunon with
loss of g; and beside the pp. frugnen there also occur
frunen with loss of g, and frognen. murnan and spurnan
(also spornan) are properly aorist presents (§ 472).
class IV.
§ 503. The verbs of this class belong to the fourth
ablaut-series (§ 226), which includes the strong verbs whose
stems end in a single liquid or nasal. They have e in the
present, se in the first and third pers. sing, of the preterite,
& in the pret. plural, and o in the past participle, thus :
beran, to bear      beer       bseron     boren
Goth, bairan	bar       berun       batirans
And similarly cwelan, to die; helan, to conceal', stelan, to
steal\ teran, to tear] J>weran, to stir, scieran {§ 91), to
shear, scear (§ 72), scearon (§ 124), scoren.

